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Machine 
Learning Can 
Slow Future 
Pandemics

The federal government is projected to invest more than $6 
billion in AI-related research and-development projects 
including Machine Learning (ML) in 2021. This must be 
welcomed; especially in the current situation as ML can be 
used to find effective testing methods during pandemic 
outbreaks, thereby helping to better control them. 

Machine learning is an application of Artificial Intelligence Machine learning is an application of Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) where computers are taught to see connections and 
solve problems using different data sets.  In relation to 
pandemics in the future, data about the first unconfirmed 
cases can be studied to approximate infections in the rest 
of the population.

SGS Technologie is conducting its own research processes SGS Technologie is conducting its own research processes 
on what more ML solutions can be developed for these 
incidents.



Other 
Newsbyts
Federal

Senate Bill for Cyber 
Security Employees

A group of senators introduced a legislation that 
would create a cyber security personnel rotation 
program to help grow and retain a highly skilled 
Federal cyber workforce.  This would allow cyber 
security employees to work across multiple Federal 
agencies.

Department of Energy Adopts AI

DOE’s Office of Cyber security, Energy Security and 
Emergency Response (CESER) is using artificial 
intelligence to monitor threats to the electric grid. Its 
inspector general is looking at AI to flag potential 
fraud.

U.S Navy Shifts More to Cloud
As part its afloat network, called the Consolidated 
Afloat Networks and Enterprise Services, the Navy 
wants to increase sailors’ access to software tools. 
This is being tested with digital twin platforms that 
replicate the network infrastructure aboard a ship.



Other 
Newsbyts
State

Miami Dade College Partners with
Softbank

Miami Dade College (MDC) announced a partnership 
with Softbank and Correlation One to offer students 
career opportunities in data science. Free training and 
career guidance will be provided for these 
opportunities. 

Good News for Travel Industry

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
updated its domestic travel stance stating it is safe for 
fully vaccinated people to travel within the U.S., hence 
presenting several opportunities to Travel & Tourism 
Industry in Florida.

Consumer Privacy Bill Passed
The Florida House approved a consumer privacy bill 
that gives the public an opportunity to regain 
ownership of the personal data collected by 
companies and the right to sue companies for 
mishandling information.



Happy EMPLOYEES Equals 
Happier CUSTOMERS

Company 
Insights

Growth of SGS in Last Quarter

400%+ 45+

The past few months have been stressful for all. And we 

know that a happy workplace improves the outcomes of 

developers as well as rest of the team. Hence, SGS has 

reinitiated its approach of combining the necessity to 

work with an interest to work. Weekly sessions have been 

held on multiple topics such as employees’  views on 

latest technology and insights on improving customer 

satisfaction, along with some stress busting sessions. satisfaction, along with some stress busting sessions. 

These activities refreshed our employees and thus made 

our customers happier. Increase in Customer 
Satisfaction

New Employees

30+
Satisfied Clients



One of SGS’ latest products is named SMART. It is a 
web application developed with latest technology 
that creates meeting agendas and allows public 
speakers to register themselves for meetings. This 
user-friendly app enables on-spot registration for 
public speakers. Visit its custom website at 

www.smartagenda.net 

What Is New 
at SGS?



Job Openings at SGS
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Application Developer 
C++ - 100% Remote

Software Project Manager 
Contract W2, 6 months- Remote

Systems Engineer / Network Engineer 
Remote

Dot Net Developer Dot Net Developer 
Contract- W2- Jacksonville (FL)

20
21


